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CHAPTER I
THE NATURE OF THE STUDY
I.

THE PROBLEM

Complete understanding ot electrical principles is
not necessary for the average person to live intelligently
with electricity.

However, with technological advances at

their present increasing rate and the effect on both industr.v and the consumer, it is essential for the individual to
possess a basic understanding of the principles connected
with this important area.

It is, therefore, necessary to

promote broad understanding ot the basic theory and how it
is applied to practical situations that will be common to
the lives of our future citizens.
The writer has sought to develop a course of study
that will provide broad exploratory experiences giving the
student a foundation of electr1city-electron1es theory and
practical application.

Electricity-electronics, as one

part of Industrial Arts, will thus be an integral part of
general education and will help prepare the student to
live effectively in today's technological society.
Electronics is now being taught in the H1ghl1ne
District in one course for one year in each of the four
high schools.

There are no formal district objectives tor

this course, no sequence of instruction, no list of course
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content.

The writer has felt the need for the above and has

interviewed all four instructors in the district and the
assistant superintendent of instruction.

It was agreed that

in order to provide a more meaningful, correlated program,
it would be necessary to have such a district-wide course
of study developed.
In view of this, the writer has attempted to develop
a course in electronics for the High.line School District.
This course will be based on selected materials from
authoritative sources in this field in order to provide
the newest methods and techniques and the beet available
units and sequences of instruction.

II.

DEFINITION OF TERMS USED

Industrial Arll Education. This instructional shopwork of a non-vocational type provides general educational
experiences centered around the industrial and technical
aspects of life today and offers orientation in the areas
of appreciation, production, consumption, and recreation
through actual experiences with materials and goods.

It

also provides exploratory experiences helpful in the choice
of a vocation.

E1ectron1cs. This is a broad term for the study of
the science dealing with the movement of electrons through
air, conductors, and vacuum.

An inclusive term, it covers
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the areas of radio, television, sound recording and reproducing, and all related areas, including electricity.

E1ectr1c1ty.

This is the science of the movement

o:f' electrons in a conductor.

Radio.

Radio is that area of electronics dealing with

radio frequency, transmission, a.nd receiving.

Brea.dboa.rdiIJS.

This term describes the process of

assembling circuits on flat boards, such as a pegboard.

It

makes the circuit readily visible a.nd easy to assemble.

Course~ study.

This refers to an outline of' the

experiences, skills, projects, demonstrations, related information, and methods involved in teaching a school subject in
a specific period or time.
III.

LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY

The data for this study were gathered :f'rom current
library resources at Central Washington State College a.nd
:f'rom course construction texts such as Industria.1 A;tu

Education in General Education, by Wilber; Industrial Ara
a.nd Yoca.tional Education, by Gia.chino and Gallington; and
Organizing course Ma.ter1a.1s ~ Induetr1a.1 Education. by
Silvius a.nd Bohn.

The writer selected topics of instruc-

tion, sequence of instruction, a.nd activities from electricity-
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electronics course outlines from the states of California,
Utah, Washington, Virginia, Maine, and Nebraska.
The writer prepared this research paper in conjunction with Industrial Arts 369, Intermediate Electricity,
during the summer session of 1962.

Limited sources of data

on electronics courses of study were available at the high
school level.

The writer has detemined current trends from

related sources, such as articles on projects and activities
round 1n the

~chool .fill2.l2.

Industrial Ar:t&

,mg. X9cat1ow

Education

and

CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
I.

THE IMPORTANCE OF ELECTRONICS

Electronics is one of the least understood marvels
of our age.

It is at the disposal of most of the public

yet incompletely understood by them.

The use of electric

devices has tremendously increased man's potential.

"One

horsepower equals the muscle power of about 22 men--b1g
menu (15:2).

"There are machines constructed that can do

more work than the entire slave population of this country
at the time of the Civil War'' ( 15: 2).

"Steam generators

have been developed that can, with a handful of fuel, do
more work than a grown man can do in three days" ( 15:3).
We are living in an industrial society where electronics plays a major role.

Electronics use in industry

has increased tremendously.

Macy plants, for example, use

electronic controls to operate a wide variety of production tasks.

These devices count, sort, measure, grade,

inspect, control, and do countless other operations quickly,
efficiently, and with great safety.
Electronics communications has experienced rapid
growth.

Within ten years of its development, radio became

a household necessity.
made in television.

Even more striking are the strides

In 1945 only three television stations
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were on the air.

In 1959, about 2,000 stations were in

existence, and the number is still growing.
The Gilbert Survey, 1n 1956, recalled that there
had been a growth in 10 years from 10 million television receivers 1n the United States to some 30 million;
it then noted that 85 per cent of American homes were
expected to have television sets by 1960. By the end of
1957, however, 83 per cent was achieved, with 47 million
sets in use a.nd a.n anticipated growth for 1958 at the
rate of half a million per month (4:206-7).
With technology progressing swiftly, schools must
keep abreast of new developments and provide basic training 1n the new fields of knowledge.
In 1956, electronics, the fourth largest industry
in the United States, employed 1.7 million persons.
Seventy-five per cent of these persons work at jobs
which did not exist ten years ago (14:220).
Troyce D. McGovern, of Southeastern State College in
Oklahoma, made the following statement:
Rapid changes must be made in the education of our
youth in order better to meet the needs arising from
the growth of electronics. This mea.ns that the public
school must ~ut greater emphasis on electricity a.nd
electronics {16:220).
II.

BASIS FOR SELECTION OF SUBJECT MATTER

The subject matter in this course of study was
selected to achieve the objectives of the electronics
course.

These objectives evolved from the aims of general

education a.nd the over-all objectives of industrial arts.
As Wilber states:
Subject matter should be chosen or rejected exclusively on the basis of whether or not it contributes
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toward meeting the specific objectives which the teacher
or administrator has in mind for the particular group
of students. Such objectives would, of course, have in
mind the needs and interests of pupils as well as the
community and society in general (25:58).
The course content, then,was a logical outgrowth of
the specific aims of the school, the national objectives
of industrial arts, and specific course objectives.

Aw

,g,1:

general edµc§ition.

The aims of general

education are two-fold, according to Silvius and Bohn:
to provide (1) education that every student needs to know
and (2) education that contributes to the growth and development of the individual (21:66).
The educational program should provide opportunities
for the development of the student according to his capacities.

The school programs should be flexible enough to

allow for the individual student's needs, interests,
abilities, background, and economic status.

0b3ectiyes J2i. Industrial

An,g.

Industrial arts, as

part of general education, provides a medium in which

11

to

develop an active interest in industrial life and in the
methods and problems of production and exchange 11

(

1:52).

The national objectives of industrial arts, as formulated by the graduate department of Stout Institute, are:
1.

Interest in industrial lite.

2.

Consumer education.

3.

Good workmanship and design.
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4.

Pride and interest in ability to do useful things.

5.

Orderly method of procedure.

6.

Ability to understand and interpret graphic
presentations.

7.

Fundamental skills.

8.

Measure of specific occupational training.

9.

Intelligent choices of life occupations (exploration
and guidance) •

10.

Worthy personal traits and attitudes.

11.

Health and safety.

12.

Ability to work and live in a democratic society.

13.

Leisure and avocational pursuits.

14.

Creative expression.

15.

Learning through experience.

16.

Self-reliance and confidence in an unusual situation.

17.

Illustration and vitalization of academic subjects
(19:21).

apeo1f1o ob1ect1ves of a1eotr1c1ty-electron1cs 1nstruct1on.
Electricity-electronics offers as much or more challenge
to the capable and scientific-minded student as e:ny area
of industrial education.

It has a unique opportunity to

provide all youth experiences by which they may gain a
better insight into our industrial technology.

In addition,

it is an important part of everyone's daily life.
objectives of the course include:

The
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1.

Acquiring an 'llll.derstanding of the materials and
methods in the field of electronics.

2.

Developing ability in reading basic electronic
diagrams.

3.

Developing ability in the use of the more oommon
tools.

4.

Acquiring skill in making good soldered connections.

5.

Developing skill in wiring simple electronic
circuits.

6.

Acquiring an understanding of the theory of basic
electronic circuits.

7.

Developing habits of safety in handling electronic
equipment.

8.

Developing skill in using test equipment.

9.

Developing habits of good orderly procedures 1n
planning and executing electronic projects and
installations (16:219).

The writer would add:
10.

Developing interest 1n conservation of natural
resources.

11.

Developing interest 1n leisure time and avocational
pursuits.

12.

Acquiring judgment abilities by consumer knowledge.

13.

Developing interest 1n related vocational fields.

14.

Illustration and vitalization of other academic
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subjects by showing practical application for
mathematics and science and showing the need for
communicating clearly.
III.

SOURCES OF INFORMATION

Wishing to provide the most suitable instructional
units, sequences of instruction, and teaching methods, the
writer reviewed information available in other electronics
courses.

This information came from three primary sources:

commercially published electronics courses, state courses of
study for electricity and electronics, and articles dealing
with electronics courses in American high schools.

Qommeroially prepared courses. Many commercially
prepared electronics courses are available.

Most are

designed for training electronics technicians and tend to
be too complicated for use in high school industrial arts
courses.

The writer knows of one commercially prepared

course,· however, that is specifically designed for use at
the high school level.
The Crow course entitled Industrial .Al'::!i..&l:

E1ec~r1c1t,Y:-E;J.ectroµcs, Model

.:-2Q,

Beginnins

developed by the

Universal Scientific Company, offers the electronics
instructor a complete course of ten units.

The ten units

comprising the course are designed in keeping with modern
curriculum practice and make for ease in determining more
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accurately the materials needed to accomplish the objectives
of a course or unit of instruction.

The units are:

Unit 1 •

The Electric Circuit

Unit 2.

Electricity and Magnetism

Unit 3.

Direct Current Circuitry

Unit 4.

Chemistry and Electricity

Unit 5.

Motors and Generators

Unit 6.

Alternating Current

Unit 7.

House Wiring and Electric Circuits

Unit 8.

Automotive Electricity

Unit 9.

Alternating Current Circuitry

Unit 10. Electricity and Communication
The instruction is designed for senior high school

class periods of 55 minutes each.

The course comes with

both student and teacher manuals and has coordinated lists
of units of instruction, teacher demonstrations, pupil job
and activity work sheets, and lists and plans for related
student projects.

Much of the required equipment for

experiments can be purchased in kit form from this company.
The course was prepared by Dr. William A. Kavanaugh, Assistant Professor of Electricity-Radio Electronics, University
of Minne so ta ( 19: 25A) •
The course content appears to be sound and workable.
However, the writer suggests the use of more conventional
teacher prepared materials.

The cost of providing enough
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of this type of equipment for a class of twenty-four
students would be prohibitive.

The equipment appears to

be functionally sound, but the writer questions it durability under student usage.

This type of instruction may

prove to be too inflexible and may not be adaptable to new
methods of instruction and developments 1n the electronics
area.

State outlines. The course outline, developed 1n
Chapter III, was selected from state course outlines.
The courses of study used were selected as being the most
comprehensive of all those available to the writer.

These

outlines are similar, but each contains its unique contribution.

The state of California has perhaps the best devel-

oped program of instruction in electronics.

Its program is

based on the assumption that the student has had a. junior
high school course in electricity.

The course provides

information on:
I.
II.
III.
IV.
V.

Activities, Skills, and Processes
Related Technical Functional Information
Suggested Project Areas
Instructional Aids
General Information (specific information on the
history and background of electronics, the use
of ma.thematics 1n electronics, vocational and professional information on electronics)(6:17-24).
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The curriculum guide of the state of Washington contains information similar to California's.

In addition,

it provides specific lists of books, bulletins, charts and
posters, periodicals, and specific film and filmstrip titles
and sources.

The state of Washington calls its course

nElectricity and Electronics 0 and divides its outline into
two units.

The writer felt that this was a good approach

since each area, electricity or electronics, is complex
enough to comprise complete units, whether the unit is a
year or a semester.
The state of Washington fails to provide as specific
a list of technical related information as California.

For

example, Washington lists only principles of capacitors and
types of capacitors; California lists inductance and capacitance relationship in a resonant circuit, the use of
high and low pass filters (capacitors), formulas used in
calculation of capacitance and inductance 1n series and
parallel, effects of capacitance in a circuit, types of
capacitors, and methods of construction (9:51-60).
The state of Utah has established a course in electronics in which the class meets two periods a day for thirtyfour weeks.

This instruction begins with the radio receiver,

and at the 15th week of instruction begins a ten-week discussion of alternating and direct current theory, circuitry,
relationships, and the function of electronic components.
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The writer felt the necessity of beginning the course with
alternating and direct current fundamentals and a thorough
discussion of the function and operation of electronic components, such as resistors, capacitors, and inductors.

The

student cannot fully comprehend the operation of a radio
receiver until he has had this background.
Utah, in its

Guide

.:11,Q.

The state of

Basic E1egtricity, stated that it had

encountered a good deal of trouble in selecting projects
tor its course.

This problem appears to be a common one

(10:4-74).
The state of Maine has developed a state-wide course
in electricity.

This course appears to be very comprehen-

sive, but the state curriculum guide offers only limited
information on electronics and fails to provide any information on instructional aids, such as films, film sources, or
lists of demonstrations (13:1-10).
The state of Nebraska offers an even more comprehensive course of study, in electricity only.

This course is

designed for a period of instruction of eighteen weeks and
contains related units, demonstrations, related information,
and necessary equipment.

Nebraska also failed to provide

listings of related films, filmstrips, and sources (20:61-70).

Magazine a~ticles.

The writer was unable to find any

specific information on other high school course constructions in the industrial arts area.

Many

articles were
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found on high school electronic courses developed along
vocational lines.

The state of Hawaii, for example, has

developed a vocational electronics program with the aid of
N. D. E. A. funds (2:34).

Levittown, New York, has developed

a similar vocational course for its high school.

The purpose

of these courses appear to be two-fold: (1) to prepare students for college engineering and (2) to increase the potential of students who will join the work force 1mmed1ately
after graduation (11:70-1).
The author was able to obtain some information on
other high school industrial arts electronics courses from
articles in

Industrial Arlc.i

~

Yooationa,l Education

and

School~. in which writers described projects, activities, and instructional methods.

One example was an

infonnative article described an effective house wiring
panel for teaching general electricity at Township High
School, Rock~ Falls, Illinois (7:11).

The Mineola, New

York, High School has developed a technique in which the
students use test circuits to analyze the fundamentals of
Ohm's and Kirchoff•s laws (12:29).

The Regional High

School, Freehold, New Jersey, is using a radio club as a
motivational device for electronics instruction (3:18).
The author, in reviewing these articles, was able to
select those units and sequences that appeared most suitable to h1s particular situation.
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The writer did not find any extensive information on
individual courses at other high schools.

Only suggestive

material giving examples of individual practices within
a specific course was found in various magazine articles.
A large amount of information is available on high school
electronics vocational courses, but only a limited amount
of the material was applicable to the writer's study.

CHAPTER III
THE COURSE OUTLINE AND TEACHING PLAN
I.

THE COURSE OF STUDY

Course outline content.

The course content has been

selected from the electronics course guides of the states
of Utah, California, Washington, Virginia, Maine, and
Nebraska.

The content in the following chart is listed

in an orderly sequence ot development.

Starting with the

assumption that the student has at best only limited knowledge ot basic electricity, each new topic is designed to
add, step by step, new information to the student's fund of
knowledge.
Each instructor using this course of study should
select and modify this outline to fit his particular
teaching situation.

He must consider the type of student

taking the course, the equipment available, and funds available for the course.
The form tor presenting the course outline is based
on examples provided in the text, Course Ma.king ln Industrial

Education.

by John F. Friese.

Time a11otted.

The time allotted will be one hour a

day, five periods a week tor thirty-six weeks.

It is

assumed that the class size will average about twenty tour
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students.

The additional text and references used will be

readily available to each student.

Outlined readings and

assignments will be from the following primary sources:

Elements

Radio by Marcus and Marcus; Understanding Radio
by Watson, Welch, and Ely; Basic E1ectr1o1:tJ: JUJ.g Basic
Electronics by Van Valkenburgh, Nooger, and Neville.
Project assembly intomation will come from Radio Projects
At

by Marcus.

Prerequisites.

There are no prerequisites to this

course, but the student must have a sincere interest in
electronics, and it is suggested that the student have some
background in mathematics or physical science.

The course

is recommended tor Juniors and seniors although sophomores,
by special permission, may enroll in the course.
~.

The cost ot the course to the student will be

kept to a minimum.

The assembly experiment approach will

tend to minimize the student's expenses.

There are, however,

two required projects, one a simple crystal radio set and
the other a one-tube receiver.

The student may at his own

choosing construct more projects, so long as they closely
parallel the units ot instruction being followed by the
remainder of the class.

Evaluation At students.

The student should be eval-

uated on a two-fold basis--performance on test sheets and
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observation of the student's performance by the instructor.
Quality of workmanship should be a deciding factor in the
instructor's attempt to measure the results of manipulative
activity.

It is suggested that this analysis of workman-

ship be recorded on a progress chart which all students can
see as evidence of the progress they are making.

Projects

will be graded on the basis of workmanship and must also be
evaluated on the amount of elemental units involved in
malting the project.
While emphasis on industrial arts education is on
knowledge, the importance of basic skills and work
habits should not be overlooked. The development of
the proper habits of systematic planning and execution
of an undertaking is extremely important, and consequently shoiUd be included in the grading of the individual ( 18:219).

Course out11ne introduction. The course outline is
merely a skeleton or topical outline.

The principle value

of this information will be to give the reader a general
idea of the content and scope of the subject covered (See
Figure I).

Unit I.

Orientation

Unit II.

Nature of Electricity and Direct Current

Unit III.

Magnetism

Unit IV.

Alternating Current Theory

Unit V.

Measuring Instruments

Unit YI.

Capacitance and Capacitor

Unit VII.

Inductance and Inductors
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Unit VIII.

Resonant Circuits

Unit IX.

imterials and Processes

Unit X.

Common Electrical Equipment

Unit XI.

Using Electricity for Communications

Unit XII.

History of Communication

Unit XIII.

Wave Characteristics

Unit XIV.

Essentials of the Radio Receiver

Unit XV.

Basic Radio Systems

Unit XVI.

Waveforms

Unit XVII.

Electron Flow 1n Radio Systems

Unit XVIII. Vacuum-Tube Detectors
Unit XIX.

Regenerative Receiver

Unit XX.

Audio Frequency Amplifiers

Unit XX.I.

Eliminating Radio Batteries

Unit XX.II.

Dynamic Speakers

Unit XX.III. Radio Frequency Amplifiers
Unit XXIV.

Volume and Tone Control

Unit XXV.

Superheterodyne Receiver

Unit XX.VI.

Tubes and Transistors

-
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I

j

I-

Dynamic Speaker

r-Radio Frequency
Amplifier
Volume & Tone
Superheterodyne
Receiver
Radio Tubes &
Transistors
U. E . & E.

r-:.

?-1 •

v.v .N.

or

v.v. tcN' .

Sa nd F
Sears Man .
W. N. and E.

i Cn eration

7r~:-~r,1 .,

of re1?;en. receiver

t

i Op eration
:

j 29 -31

j
:
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35
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V.V.N.~~N., Bas ic Electricity
Vol 1 PP • 61- 98
Vol 3 PP •

V. V.N.&N. Basic Electricity
Vol 3 pp .77-119
(F) Capacitance, U .w .F.
(F) Inductance, U.W.F.
V .V . N . &:N . Basic Electricity

1 Graphics- Sea r I s wiring manual
1, (FS) Soldering Practices, U.W.F.

Graphics-Sear'a manual

(F) Radio Operation Training
Cn Radio Antenna Series , U. W.F.

'

-

Project 1
Construct simple crystal set

I

Job no. 16
Identify radio components

1

■

·

:

I

I

•1
I

.

.

-

.

~~18· . ---

·

Job no. 1 9
Assemble audio -fre quency amplifier

elimination
elimination
elimination
po r,er supply

iM.8.l-1. .,Ch..18iW.W.E;Ch.l~
!M. &M ., Ch . 1 9
Ch . 20
M. ?.:M ., Ch. 21

.

Job no. 20

function

IComponents-ope
ration
Function
Types -functions

Assemble either
Ful l Wave Diode Power Supply
A.,C. Selenium Re ct ifie r

--

-

IM. &M., Ch . 22

____ _(_ ___
IM. ~ ., Ch.

!
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·tM . ~::--C h-:Z4-25

IM .lli.,

Ch. 2
'H . W. E ., Ch . 17

M. i?.:M. , Ch. 27

INSTRUCTIONAL REFERENCE CODE
Buban and Schm itt, "Understandin g Electricity & Electronics"
Marcus and Marcus , " Clements of Radio 11
VonValkenbur g , Nooe-e r and Neville, " Bas ic Electricity and
Basic Electronica 11
Steinber g & Ford, 11 Electricity and Electroni cs Bas ic"
Sears Ro ebuc k Co., "Simplified Elect ric Wiring Manual"
11
Watson, Welch___!!!ld Eb
Understanding Ra dio "

-----

---- -- ··

IH.&M.,

-

~

- . -· --·- .

-

Job
Assectb_~ __!~_tFenerative receiver

!

I

j

(FS) Vacuum Tubes u . w. F.
(F') Triode : Amplification,U . W.F.
r1ra-phics - V. V. N, &N. Bas ic El ectronic
I Vo l 2 pp 1-44

Project no. 2
Construct one-t ube receiver

\M. &M • ., Ch. 17

______________

Operati~n

Ch . 16

I

(F) Diode, u .w.F.

Waveform Graphics~'/ .v. , N .&N . (all)
( F ) Creation & Behavior of
Radio wa vea, u. w. F .

of A.F. amplifier

& function

(FS ) Reproducers,U.W.F.
Technique of Hand Sending U.W.F.
(FS) Tuning, u . w. F.
(FS) Detec tion, U.N . F .

'

,

Ope ration &: function

i Operation
i

34

i

I

Job no. l '.).
Perform experiments 2 1 3 , & 4. M. & M., pp . 612

____

,
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I

a

battery
! A batte ry
I C battery
I A. C.-D. C.
i

·

Basic Electricity
Vol. 4 pp 58 -6 2

'

'
•1

■

- - -'
N .M,; .,Qi.l2;W.W.E.,01.l l
,n . &M. , Ch . 13

■

Diod e

I 'l riode
27

'

v.v .N.&N . ,

--, W.VI. E . , Ch .10- 11
M. &H ., Ch . 11

! Flow
'

'

Vol. 3 PP• 43-76

of transmitted waves ·----- 1H.&M.,Ch.9; ,V. W.E.Ch. -~---- ,~- Job no. 17 ----~-_____
Fu nctions of coupler
!M. &M . , Ch , 1 0
·
Assemble dio de detec tor rec eiver

1

Audio-Frequenc y
Amplif i er

I

Job no. 14
Buzze r or telegraph assembly
Practice code

4

:H . &M. , Ch. 5

, Tuner

i

I

Regenerative
Rece iver ·

I

~_:_____'._ '',' ave form

I

Vacuum- Tube
Detectors

I
:

/ 23- 24

-

I Simple
,

1

~veform
Antenna Coupler

',M.&M.,
.
Ch . 1

!

18

'

I

Persons & Events
Wave motion
Light, heat ~., radio waves

I
I

p

V.V.N~,Vol 1, graphics,pp.57,99,123

Job no. 1 3
House wiring panel
2 way, 3 way, & 4 way swi tchin g

,s .&F.pp .17 8 -18 4

I'

Es sentials of a
,
I Radi o __________ 1.
ttece iver- Basic
Radio Sys tems

in the automobile

~i,F. JT•} 4 ':3 - 154
U .E. '(E, ~74 - 282
S , .~F.,pp.157 - 164
U.E.&E.,pp. 292-302

I

·

Job no. 11
Electrical house wiring plan
Formulate list of code requirements
Job no. 12
Electric moto r care and trouble-shooting

1

Heatin ~ a pplian c e 3

!

Job no. 7
Capacitive reactance experiment
'rest cap~_ci tors with cap. analyzer

I U.E.&E., pp . 42-109

12

E:leftrostatics, U.W.F.
Ohm s Law, H.P.S.
p r i nc1.p
· 1 ea o f El ec t r i c1.· t y, "~
u.::. •
B asic
·
El ec tri c1.·t y, U •W•F•
(FS) Am eres volts & Ohms U.W.F.

6 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ I- - - - - -- - - - - --

Job no. 8
Inductive reac tance experiment
Review of vector problems
Job no. 9
-Resonance experiment s

Materia ls &
Processes

(F)
{F)
(Fl
(Fl

Graphica-V.V. N.&N.,
Bas ic Electricity, Vol. 4-al·l

,-~c .

Phenomena of inductance
M.&M.,pp.371 - 385
Types of induclbrs
Behavior in A.C. circuit
_ _ _ I___
r-R_e_ s_ o_n _a _n_t _ C_i_r_c_u~i-t_s_+---1~1~---rcEffect of capacitors in D.C. &
1
A. C. circuits, RC time con s tant
Review of capacitive & inductive
reactanc e
Review of vectors
10

Inductors and
Induc t ance

I

So lve problems by actual meter
readings - A.C . & D.C. ser. & par.
Perform amperage, voltage , and
resistance.
Calculate Wattage , and I.,E., & R.

I
!M. &M ., pp. 386-403
!
----·-·----+

concepts
Behavior in A.C •___ ci~cuit

j

Atom Goes to Sea, H.P.S.

--;----::------------- - - - - - - - - + - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ---1

M.&M ,, PP • 327-337

_j'

Job no. 2
Test resistors, insulators & fuses

[
t

(F)

I

all

--f-- -

I

"A" is for Atom, H.P.S.

Basic Electricity
J
Job no. j
(F) Magnetism, n . P .S.
Magn etic field experiments,
V . V.N: Basic Electricity
Const ruct electro magnet
- - - - - - - - - - + - Vol. 4 , pp. 71-90
Job I n o. 4
1
V~v~_:'&N":--Baa1·cE1:e·( ftr·on1cs- Ohm.a Law for A. C. problem sheet
Vol. 3 1 graphics-all
s erie~, pa rt!lllel, combinations
_
{FS) Alternating Current, u. ·H. F .
Experiments & problems-R.L.&C., circuits
·

----l-·-----·-.-------M.&M.,pp. 354-360

& D.C. currents

1
J. no.
Ohm s Law-problems for
D•c• ser 1 es an d para 11 e l
·
•t s
c1.rcu1.

F

[

I
I

a n g vectors
Ohm's law f o r alternatin g currents

·

F71m
.
FS) F1.lmstr1.

of ma gne tism
! Magnetism as related to electricity !-L&M., pp. 308- 331
· Magnetism related to electric motors
Al tern~ting current fundamentals
l•'i -~M., PP• 340-36i-! (induced current, frequency, l.entz's
j law, phase relationship )
. Alternating gen erators

&

Measurin g
Instruments

ll~f,.i4i31It111J(•l,ti!Wt•Z..1

·I,

I Theory

- ------ - - - - - , - - - - - - - - -

Vectors

-

_J__----- - - ~~ -- - - -- - ---,C--- - - - - - - --+·
2-3

I

I

-
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Job no.
Assemble tuned radio amplifier
Job no. 23a
Assemble block sche matic drawinp;s

-

--!

■

____

_ __ _

-

,Job no . 23 b
Assemble block sch e matic drawings of super
heterodyne receiver

H. P . S .
U. il i. F .
" • J!, •
V

-

l

Job no. 2 1
Speak::_,:'reak down

I

I

i
I

(F) Osc illators, U. W. F.
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Highline Public Schools
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II.

TEACHING PLAN

The course 1n electronics will be designed to place
emphasis on the practical application of electronics theory.
The problem-solving approach will be stressed.

The student

will construct basic circuits in test and functional equipment, use test equipment, repair home appliances, and do
electrical experiments.
Teaching electronics involves the communication of
difficult concepts.

The student must have an opportunity

to apply fund.a.mental ideas and skills.

These skills and

concepts cannot be learned by a lecture process alone;
they must be learned by actual practice in the laboratory,
supplemented by painstaking instruction and demonstration in
the classroom.

Assembly experiment approach.
of laboratory work will be used.
experiment approach.

Two fundamental methods

The first is the assembly

The second is the project approach.

In the assembly experiment method the student will assemble
circuits or test devices in the order indicated by job
numbers on the course outline.

This method will be used

predominantly throughout the course.

This type of labora-

tory instruction will consist essentially of the student
using a pegboard tray.

Each opening in the board will

contain spring loaded clamps.

The clamping device will be
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hollow and of such size that banana plugs can be installed
in its center core.

The student will use parts permanently

mounted on a smaller pegboard strip.

The terminal ends of

each part will be connected to the banana plug.

On

a given

project the student will select required parts, install them
in the spring loaded clamps, and connect necessary wires to
the clamps to complete the circuit (31:9-14).
There are several advantages to this system.
important one is that it saves time.

The most

The devices can be

set up quickly, and the time thus saved can be used in
directed measurements and circuit analyses.

The components

can be changed quickly and new circuits designed. easily.
The students work in teams of two.

This not only cuts the

cost of equipment but better facilitates supervision.
The breadboarding system, using pegboard, must be
both mechanically and electrically sound for utilization in
the classroom.

The system used will meet the following

criteria (29:10):
1.

Pegboard matrix must be strong enough and large
enough to support equipment.

2.

Each component must be mounted individually to
insure ease of use and to prevent costly duplication.

3.

The system requires positive connections between
components, which will not break under nonnal use.
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4.

Each component must be physically rugged and must
meet the electrical specifications set forth in
the instruction guide.

5.

Exact parts as specified must be provided.

Any-

thing other than exact values may require modification of the experiment.

6.

Electrically matched parts shall be supplied where
required in experiment outline.

7.

A sufficient number of durable leads of various
sizes must be provided to insure an efficient
layout of the experiment.

8.

A source of replacement parts must be available
for lost or defective or damaged components.

9.

The breadboarding kit should provide proper storage
for individual components.

It should be possible

to locate parts quickly and to return them to
their proper location just as readily.

The

"package" approach to breadboarding kits is an
effective one for school use and minimizes the
amount of stock-clerk time required for handling
components.
Many

developed.

commercial breadboarding systems have been
They are, however, expensive.

The writer

suggests that breadboards be built by the electronics class.
The electronics classes at Central Washington State College
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have constructed and are successfully using such a system.
Each job assignment or experiment must be complete
and include (29:10):
1.

Objectives.

2.

Materials required--a listing of required parts
for the job.

3.

Introductory information, including a comprehensive
discussion of the theory and practice relating to
a specific job--basic principles are explained.
Techniques in use of specific instruments are
given.

4.

Detailed procedure in which the student is directed
at every step.

Sample tables are provided for the

student to follow in recording his data and results.

5.

A series of related questions follows each experi-

ment.

The pro3ect B.J;>proach.

The project approach to labora-

tory experiments will be the second method.
will consist of two basic types.

The projects

The first will be the

construction of take-home projects that will involve learnings and operations similar to those in the breadboarding
system.
ject.

However, the student will own and supply the proThe second type will be the repairing of electronic

equipment such as radios.

Sound equipment and other similar

equipment should be treated as an instructional unit.

They
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should be assigned to the more capable pupils.
The project method of instruction is well adapted to
industrial arts instruction. It develops interest and
gives rise to a need for learning individual units
which are associated with the construction of the project. The instruction becomes more meaningful to the
pupil, and he is highly motivated in completing his
assignment (18-219).
The project method, though 1t has many advantages
in other areas of industrial arts, has many drawbacks in
electronics, cost being the major one.

The experiment

assembly approach thus will be stressed in this paper.
In the Appendix is a cost analysis of a simple electronics project.

Seeing it, the reader will readily be

able to appreciate the problem of cost.

CHAPTER IV
PROJECTION OF A COURSE OUTLINE FOR
HIGHLINE SCHOOL DISTRICT
I.

THE HIGHLINE SCHOOL DISTRICT

The course of study developed by the writer was
formulated on the objectives of general education, industrial arts, and electronics.

Specific application of this

course of study will be based on the objectives of the
Highline School District and the characteristics of the
area to be served.

Some modifications in teacher techni-

ques and facilities will be necessary to make the proposed
course of' study successful.

Qb3egt1yes--H15b,line ftiblig Schoo1s.

The objectives

of' the Highline School District closely parallel the aims
of general education.

The curriculum of the Highline

Public Schools provides high school opportunities for all
youth.

It is based on a program of studies that offers

general education to all future citizens and provides
academic courses that challenge the most capable.

The

curriculum provides educational courses that meet the
challenge of widespread vocational interests.

It provides

an opportunity for the individual to satisfy those economic
demands of today's complex society (21-1).
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Characteristics ot area to be seryed. The specific
application of this course of study must be modified in
consideration of the area to be served.

The writer has

obtained the following information from interviews with
the Highline assistant superintendent of instruction and
from the Highline Public Schools publication, Outline .!Qx

Deyelop1ns Educatiop.a.l Specifications, Highline College
Project, November, 21, 1961.
Highline Public School District No. 401, King County,
Washington, is located south of and contiguous to the city
of Seattle, Washington.

The district extends 12 miles

south trom the Seattle city limits and 5 miles east from
Puget Sound.

It comprises the areas known as White Center,

Roxbury, Evansvale, Beverly Park, White Center Heights,
Lakewood, Hazel Valley, Riverton Heights, Southern Heights,
Boulevard Park, Sunnydale, Mount View, Lake Burien, Three
Tree Point, Seahurst, Five Corners, Norm.anqy Park, Manhattan,
McMicken Heights, Angle Lake, Des Moines, Zenith, Salt
Water Park, Midway, Bow Lake, Gregory Heights, Shorewood,
and Seattle-Tacoma Airport.

The Highline School District

also includes all of the incorporated town of Normandy
Park and a portion of Kent.
The total population of Highline School District No.
401 was 91,255 in 1960.

The district had a total school

enrollment (grades 1-12) of 23,644 on October 1, 1961.
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Highline is the largest rural school district in the state of
Washington and fourth largest in the state in enrollment.
The population and the school enrollment will continue to
increase due to the total rapid increase in the area and the
trend to suburban increase near industrial centers such as
Seattle and Tacoma, Washington.
Highline is primarily a residential area, but it contains several business centers such as Burien, White Center,
Boulevard Park, Beverly Park, Midway, and Des Moines.
There are 10,000 students enrolled in the secondary
schools within the distric~ 6,000 on the junior high level
and 4,000 in the senior high schools.
high schools in the district.

There are four senior

Four electronics instructors

are employed in the district.
The students in the electronics classes have a wide
variety of backgrounds and abilities.

These students tend

to be more academically inclined than those in other areas
of industrial arts.

The individual instructor will find it

necessary to modify his program slightly in the light of
these student variances.

II.

MODIFICATIONS NEEDED

Eau1pment. The following modifications will be
needed to facilitate the projected course of study.

It

will be necessary for some of the industrial art laboratories to purchase some additional equipment.

The
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industrial art laboratories should have at their disposal
a minimum of two wide~band oscilloscopes, three vacuum
tube volt meters, and four volt-ohm-millia.meters.

Funds

are available for the purchase of this equipment on an
annual order basis.
The individual instructor will have to make his own
breadboard panels for the assembly experiment equipment.
These test panels must be constructed in the manner previously described (see pages 22-24).

Text and graphic illustrations.

The effectiveness

of any course depends upon how well the students can visualize the course content.

Since electronics is more abstract

than many courses within the high school curriculum, it
becomes vitally necessary that the instructor make full
use of visual aids.

Time does not pennit a discussion of

all visual aids, together with procedures, advantages, disadvantages, and applications.

The writer would like to

illustrate the advantage of using one type, however.
texts,

Basic Electricity

and

Basic Electronics,

The

by

Van Valkenburg, Nooger, and Neville, were printed from
material previously used by the United States Navy.

This

newly released type of presentation offers a sound method
of visualization.
concept.

Each page contains a complete idea or

This concept is explained both verbally and

graphically.

The writer suggests that these graphics be
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projected by an overhead projector so that all students
may benefit.

The high cost of these texts prohibits the

school from providing students with a copy of each volume
of

Basic Electricity

.Q.r

Basic Electronics.

This series of
;

texts is published in five volumes at a cost of two dollars
and fifty cents for each volume.

The writer can not over-

emphasize the importance of using correlated materials of
this type.

The student is enabled to perceive with two

senses--the eye and the ear.

The instructor may project a

given page, read the content, and animate the graphics.
The writer suggests the use of the overhead projector
rather than an opaque projector because all of the shops
within the district either have overhead translucent roof
lighting or inadequate curtain facilities.

The overhead

projector may be used in a partially darkened room, whereas
the opaque projector would be inoperative in a similar
situation.

The writer realizes that it will be necessary

to make transparent reproductions of an:y material for the
overhead projector.

One or more copies of the desirable

material could be developed and stored at the Highline
Audio-Visual Center so that with proper scheduling the
instructors would all be able to use these transparencies.
This projected electronics program must be kept
up-to-date; its subsequent revisions will be based upon
experience gained through teaching it and upon new
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developments in electricity-electronics and its instruction.
These revisions can best be facilitated through joint effort
of the electronics instructors of the H1ghl1ne Public School
District, in cooperation with the administration.
In September the writer will be using the proposed
course of study.

It is based on practical experience and

information from authoritative sources.

Individual instruc-

tors will find it necessary to vary the content and sequence
of instruction because of the differences in instructional
ability and experience, equipment available, and the type
of students.
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